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31 MARCH 2022

BALLOON LIVE SENSOR PROPOSAL

The FAI Ballooning Commission President received an overwhelming number of letters from delegates objecting to the organiser of the World Championship 2024 using a different logger system than FAI Balloon Live, developed and promoted by the FAI Ballooning commission and the ballooning community. Therefore the CIA bureau decided to add this as a topic to the agenda of the 2023 CIA plenary, presenting a motion to make Balloon Live logging system mandatory in all CAT1 AX events without observers.

The bureau also decided that at this point the president will not sign an Organisers Agreement that does not have a CIA approved system as operating competition system.

12 JUNE 2022

EVENT SANCTIONING

The bureau has sanctioned the following events:

Central European Cup 2022, Hungary. 9/9/2022 – 13/9/2022

21e Coupe D’Europe de Montgolfiere & 26e Coupe du Monde des Dames, France. 4/8/2022 – 7/8/2022

7 JULY 2022

ADJUSTMENTS SPORTING CODE SECTION ONE

The bureau has decided to accept the Sporting Code section one with the adjustments as suggested by the Working Group and SubCommittee.

They will be active from the moment they are published on July 11th 2022.
17 AUGUST 2022

ACCEPTANCE OF JURY PROPOSALS

The bureau has accepted the following jury proposals.

Jury appointment for the North American HABC (June 5-11, 2023) in St. Jean-sur-Richelieu (CAN)

Jury President: Mark Sullivan, Senior, USA
Jury Member: David Gleed, Entry, CAN
Jury Member: Marc André, Entry, SUI

Jury appointment for the 66th Gordon Bennett in 2023:

Jury President: JC Weber
Jury Member: Jakob Burkard,
Jury Member: Sandor Hidas

31 OCTOBER 2022

EVENT SANCTIONING

The bureau has sanctioned the following events:

66th Coupe Aéronautique Gordon Bennett 2023 – Sion (SUI) – 31/8/2023 - 03/09/2023
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